for good.
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The problem
According to various governmental statistics reports, the global food and
expected to sustain a CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 5%. This means
that the retail groceries sector is meant to continue thriving and maintaining itself

The question we need to ask ourselves is,

Sadly, just a few companies handle a multi-trillion dollar industry. A few examples:
Walmart Inc (with more than $341 billion in sales from 4756 different stores in
2020)
COSTCO WHOLESALE CORPORATION (with more than $103 billion in sales in
2020)
Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG (with an estimated 96.3 billion, owned by the Schwarz
family via other corporate structures)
This means that a small select group of companies has the power to arrange
pricing via closed doors, annihilate small businesses and determine the
nutritional fate of hundreds of thousands of families all over the world.
To worsen the situation, COVID-19 came and drove towards bankruptcy many
small businesses all over the world, leaving major institutions with a larger market
share.
Enter - Baktat token.
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The Solution
Baktat, an international company headquartered in Germany and founded in
1986 specialising in both retail and wholesale groceries with a turnover well
above 100 million per year has decided to enter the cryptocurrency space with
an innovative solution that changes the fate of the industry for good.

amongst those interested in it.
To achieve such an ambitious goal, here are the main elements we plan to build:
Over 200 new ABONE Supermarket franchises across Europe, all
cryptocurrency driven, powered by our own proprietary BEP20 token, Baktat
token.
An integrated payment services solution for users to purchase groceries using

A mobile application for retail users to manage their account information,
redeem promotions, access discounts, perform online orders and many other
different ideas.
A platform for decentralised crowdfunding to power franchises owned by
thousands of individual operators all over the world. Users will be able to put
down a particular investment and request funds from the global community in
order to have a wide network of investors taking part in their franchise while
banking on Baktats 30 years of experience.

Why us? Can we achieve such a big mission?
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The Solution

Baktat has been operating for three decades in the retail and wholesale
groceries industry. During this time, we have amassed a fortune of experience,
contacts, procedures and many more tools that we use on a daily basis to run
such a large scale operation.

Worms for almost two decades. Both franchises generate approximately 8
million euros in sales on a yearly basis and combined receive the whooping

Banking on such an experience and available resources we can put our ideals
to test and run a pilot program through our own franchises.

and as a result:
Empowering our own franchise network
Allowing ordinary people to invest in supermarket franchises through
blockchain funding mechanisms
Boosting the cryptocurrency adoption by allowing its use for one of the most
vital and ordinary purchases that humans perform on a daily basis.
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How does it work?
For any cryptocurrency project to succeed, there must be a clear demand for its

Many cryptocurrency projects set themselves on ambitious missions but they
spread-out as much as possible the demand inducing factors across several areas

important to be clear that Baktat Token will power the entire ecosystem and the
use cases will be the following:
Transacting with Abone Supermarkets by executing purchases
Gaining access to deep discounts and offers at Abone Supermarkets
throughout Europe
Crowdfunding to start new franchises, community owned in partnership with
Baktat using our resources, ecosystem and expertise
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Components
Abone Supermarkets
with more than 55+ employees across two different locations in Germany, Abone
has managed to successfully penetrate a saturated market while acquiring a
wealth of experience and procedures.

our growth to over 200 different locations across Europe while also triggering a
user-driven global expansion thanks to our proposed token ecosystem.

Integrated Blockchain Payment
Services Solution
Currently, spending your cryptocurrencies has become simpler thanks to the
to obtain them and they come with high conversion fees, commissions or
different costs or requirements to operate them.
So far, no one can go to a supermarket and buy their groceries using their
MetaMask wallet. We still have the same life-long intermediaries such as Visa,
MasterCard, Maestro, American Express and many others that are the gateway for

Having our own integrated payment services solution allows for any regular user
regardless of his nationality, colour, credit record or education level to pay for his
groceries without having to answer to anyone.
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Components
being discriminated against just because of where you came from.
Cryptocurrency puts an end to this problem.
Baktat token gives a strong and solid use to cryptocurrencies by allowing regular
people to buy their food at Abone Supermarkets regardless of their background
while building a strong ecosystem of token-driven franchises.

Our mobile application will provide the following
features:
Wallet balances management in several
mainstream cryptocurrencies and Baktat
tokens (sending, receiving, exchanging).
Tracking of accumulated reward points thanks
to the usage of Baktat token for purchases
made on Abone Supermarkets.
Order history management and analytics.
Ability to order and pickup in-store or get
your purchase delivered.

Interacting with your shopping cart to set
scheduled purchases, save items for a
different occasion and many other small
additions.
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Components
Decentralised Crowdfunding Platform
but rather include the community in the process of wealth-value creation.

participate in the creation of new franchises while banking on the experience of

over three decades accumulated by Baktat.
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Components
Franchise management, where they will be able to scan for current or new
projects where capital deployment is required.
characteristics.
Community area for exchanging information and cooperating with other
franchise investors.
procedures.

require a full franchise management solution, product databases and many other
requirements to operate all our systems via Blockchain.
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Tokenomics
Baktat Token is a BEP20 (Binance Smart Chain) token and is limited to a maximum
supply of 999.999.999. Supply limitations are implemented into the smart
contract and cannot be changed or reversed on a permanent basis.

Distribution
3% Advisors
5% Airdrops & Bounties

2% Charity

10% Partnerships

60% Sale

20% Team

Pricing & Sale Stages
The amount corresponding to the total sales operation is 60% of Baktat tokens
and will be sold in two different stages: private sale and public sale.
Pricing for the private sale will be $0.39 per token. Participation on the private
sale requires a minimum purchase of $10,000 worth of Baktat token.
Pricing for the public sale will be $0.29 per token with no minimum to ensure
our community is as spread out as possible.

Tokenomics
Vesting
For our private sale, the vesting rules are as follows:
20%, 1 month after exchange listing
40%, 5 months after exchange listing
40%, 8 months after exchange listing
For our public sale, tokens are immediately available after listing on any
cryptocurrency exchange.
For team and advisor tokens, the vesting rules are as follows:
25%, 3 months after exchange listing
25%, 6 months after exchange listing
25%, 9 months after exchange listing
25%, 12 months after exchange listing
Bounty and Airdrop tokens are available 6 months after exchange listing.

Usage
From the total amount of funds that Baktat token will generate from its sale, the
below are the proposed destinations:
40% for marketing, branding and attracting potential users to baktat.io
40% for building and expanding the Abone concept.
10% will be reserved for legal expenses, licences or international legal
representation.
10% will be held as reserve for any unforeseen events
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Team

of 18 he had already taken on a lot of responsibility in the family business and
managed a total business value of 10 million yearly.
Within 2 years he increased the turnover of the family business in the area of
distribution to 32.5 million. At the age of 22, he developed the idea of selling
Baktat products in the ethnic market (Helal). He implemented the idea and
Uludag brand in Europe. At the age of 27, he separated from the family business
of 4 million euros. Within 3 years he achieved a 100% increase in sales. The total
turnover has remained stable until today.

Entrepreneurs Association as the youngest entrepreneur of Turkish origin.

2017, he and his family took over the Baktat brand in Germany and produced 580
different products within 6 months.
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Team

Hakan Turgut
Manager and Co-Founder
Hakan Turgut is a crypto entrepreneur, professional trader, investor and advisor.
He is the manager and co-founder of Baktat.io. Hakan has been trading Bitcoin
and cryptocurrencies since 2013. Due to his crypto knowledge in the blockchain
sector, he has often been invited as a speaker for several cryptocurrency
conferences. He is also one of the co-founders of the crypto startup Tycoon. io,
which was founded in early 2018 and is already listed in several exchanges.

The Baktat.io Team is a separate professional Crypto Team and consists of
members from a wide range of industries and specialist areas.
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Team

Prof. Dr. Ulrich Hildebrandt
Legal

Head of Development

Dr. Oliver KRAUSS
Legal

Legal

Sebastian OSTERRIETH
Legal
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Closing words
Baktat is here to bring the Bitcoin effect into supermarkets by democratising
regular individuals interested in starting their own franchise.
Cryptocurrency brings the possibility to anyone to become a part of something
great and in this case, of making something ordinary, extraordinary.

supermarkets, all cryptocurrency driven and at least 100 user-owned franchises
operating seamlessly across a web / mobile platform that brings the best of
blockchain technology into the ordinary tasks of every day.
If you want to become a part of something great, join our quest to democratise
groceries and help us achieve an outstanding mission.
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